The article provides the editio princeps of the Syriac inscription in a mosaic depicting Orpheus which is now in the Dallas Museum of Art. The mosaic is from Edessa and is dated 194 CE. It belongs to a series of such mosaics, but predates the other dated examples by over two decades. The inscription refers to the building of the tomb in which the mosaic was originally located and also mentions the profession of the mosaic-maker who made it, using a Syriac term, raÒoπa, not otherwise attested in Classical Syriac in this sense.
One of the many splendid works of art on display in the Dallas Museum of Art is a mosaic depicting 'Orpheus Taming Wild Animals', which has incorporated into it nine lines of Syriac. This article is solely concerned with the epigraphy, though there is undoubtedly much also to be said from an art-historical perspective and, as will be seen below, there is one aspect of the inscription, the date, which will have a direct impact on art-historical evaluations.
Before discussing the mosaic, I record my thanks to the Dallas Museum of Art for its willingness to allow me to publish the inscription and in particular Dr Anne Bromberg, the Cecil and Ida Green Curator of Ancient and South Asian Art in the DMA, Jessica L. Beasley, Curatorial Administrative Assistant, Ancient and Non-Western Art, and Robert Belanger, intern at the Museum, for their generous and patient assistance before and during my visit to the Museum in November 2004.
While this discussion will not tackle art-historical detail, it will be essential to refer to other mosaics which must be from the same Edessan series. The inventory of inscribed mosaics from the Edessa region in Drijvers and Healey (1999) includes eleven items from Edessa itself, one from nearby (Tell Mas¨udiyyeh in Syria) and fourteen of unknown provenance, though assumed to come from the same region. A few further unpublished inscribed mosaics are known (including Drijvers and Healey [1999] The undated Barhadad mosaic (Am11) would belong there too. Colledge specifically regarded the phenomenon of the Edessan funerary mosaics as a result of the creation of the Roman colony in 212/3 CE (214 in Colledge) and the dating of these mosaics and other Edessan fragments, most of which share specific decorative and artistic features, is based on the firm dates provided by the dated inscriptions above: these conclusions will have to be revised in the light of the Dallas mosaic.
The 
Brief Description of the Mosaic
The mosaic panel is almost square, 60 inches high x 64 ¢ inches wide (c. 152cm x 164cm). The image is enclosed in a black border. At the centre of the image sits the figure of Orpheus playing a lyre. He is surrounded by animals. Those on the left (including two birds) appear to be in repose and peaceful, while those on the right are aggressive. An equid among the animals on the left stands on the frame or tabula of the main inscription. This frame measures 23cm h x 40cm w. It is formed by a single line of black tesserae (merging with the main border on the left) and contains six lines of Syriac script. These lines are hereinafter designated A1-A6. To the left of Orpheus' head are three more, short lines of Syriac without a frame (B1-B3).
The script of the inscription is sufficient to identify the origin of the mosaic as from Edessa or its vicinity (though the sale catalogue referred more vaguely to 'Eastern Mediterranean'). Of the various mosaics referred to earlier, all but one appear to come from Edessa and the exception (Bm1) is from Tell Mas¨udiyyeh near Manbij/Hierapolis. There is also another Orpheus mosaic from Edessa (Am7, dated 228 CE; for illustrations see Segal 1959: 157; 1963: 209; 1970: pl. 44) . While there are general similarities of composition between the two, the Am7 mosaic (found in 1956 by J.B. Segal) has a hieratic feel to it: the animals are clearly and carefully depicted, they are rather static and lack the (provincial?) vigour of those in the Dallas mosaic. (It is to be noted, however, that it is a drawing of the 1956 mosaic which has been generally reproduced: for a photograph see Segal 1959: 157) . Another difference is that the 1956 mosaic has two Erotes or Cupids supporting a tabula ansata containing the inscription below Orpheus' feet. To the right of his head appears his name in Syriac script: 'rpws.
The figure of Orpheus became popular in the Roman Empire (Jesnick 1997; Garezou 1994) . Mosaics depicting Orpheus are widespread, the earliest being ascribed by Jesnick to the mid second century CE, though there are only about five from the Roman East. The one from Shahba in Syria dated to c. 244-9 CE (Balty 1995: 239-44, pl. XII.1; Jesnick 1997: fig. 112 ) and the one from Tarsus (now in the Hatay Museum, Antakya: Balty 1995: pl. XII.2; Jesnick 1997: fig. 123 ) dated to c. 225 CE are of similar date to the two Edessan examples. It is noteworthy, however, that only two Orpheus mosaics apart from the Edessan ones, both from Constantine in Algeria, clearly come from tombs. In the funerary context Orpheus was probably seen as symbolic of a happy afterlife in paradisal circumstances (Colledge 1994: 191; Drijvers 1980: 191-2) .
Epigraphy
The Syriac writing is in two parts, A and B. The transliteration given here is discussed further below as necessary. º = unclear reading.
A. 1 byrh¯ nysn sñt Ìmsm'' In the month of Nisan in the year five hundred 2. wÌms 'n' pp' br and five, I, Papa son of 3. pp' ¨bdt ly byt Papa, made for myself this chamber of 4. mskb' hn' ly repose, for myself 5. wlbny wlyrty bryk and for my children and for my heirs. Blessed 6. mn dnÌz' wnbrk be whoever sees and gives blessing. 
Script Chart
As always with early Syriac inscriptions written before diacritics were in wide use to distinguish {d} and {r}, there is a theoretical ambiguity wherever {d/r} occurs. The only occasions here where this might be truly ambiguous are at the beginning of B2 and B3, though we will argue below for a clear interpretation. In A1 the {Ì} of yrÌ is barely legible. Also the upper stroke of the {s} of snt is missing: contrast the {s} in mskb' in A4. The context rules out any doubt and the absence of the upper stroke is probably to be accounted for by disturbance of the tesserae. Similarly the {t} of the word is disturbed, though certain from the context.
In A4 there is a possibility that the word read mskb' should be read instead as msry' (or even mskn'∞). The main indicator in favour of mskb' (or mskn'∞) is the ligature connecting the third and fourth letters of the word. {r} + {y} would not be linked according to the normal classical rules of ligatures and I am unaware of exceptions to this rule in the epigraphy. {k} + {b} and {k} + {n} would be ligatured.
The following letter, a supposed {b}, is also, however, in doubt. It appears to be slightly hooked, but the upper part of the letter is not extended sufficiently to suggest a {b} similar to other examples of this letter in the inscription. In fact, however, there is some disturbance of tesserae at the left end of the upper stroke, so something might be missing. On the whole, mskb' is more likely epigraphically, even if msry' is much easier to parallel lexically (see below).
Note may also be made of the variation in form of the two instances of final {k} (A5, A6). The vertical tail in A5 is unparalleled to my knowledge, but it can be explained as caused by the proximity of the already established border.
In B3 there is damage to the {r} of rÒp, though it is confidently restored on the basis of B2. It may be noted, however, that M. Rand and A. Becker supplied information for the sale catalogue based on reading {Ì} for {Ò} in B2 and B3. This reading is to be discounted in the light of the forms of {Ì} in A1 and A6.
One other graphic issue may be noted. The verbs in A6, nÌz' and nbrk, appear to be spelled with initial n-, {y} being generally a little smaller than {n} in this inscription. It is not possible to be 100% certain about this, however. (See Philological Comment below.)
The script in general has features similar to those of other early Syriac inscriptions. It has been argued elsewhere (Healey 2000) that there were two forms of the early Syriac script, a formal script similar to what is later called es †rangela and a cursive script, which even in its earliest attestations has some forms similar to those of the ser †a script which became popular much later. Within this framework the script of the new mosaic must be accounted rather formal, having few cursive features. Thus we can see from the Script Chart: always has three strokes of similar length (while in the cursive the upper stroke becomes predominant); is open on the left (while it tends to be closed in the cursive); is open at the bottom (often closed in the cursive); never resembles a reversed epsilon (as it does in the cursive); , at least in one instance, appears to consist of a single loop rather than two with the ligature to the following letter emerging at the bottom from between the two loops; never has a closed loop as it normally does in the cursive; has its upper stroke(s) attached to the line of writing by means of a short vertical or diagonal (while in the cursive the upper strokes tend to meet the lower line); the form of without a loop (resembling Latin lower-case h) which is found in the cursive does not occur here.
Philological Comment
No detailed comment is given here on standard aspects of Syriac grammar and epigraphic formulae. Comparison should be made with Drijvers and Healey 1999 . For example, the dating formula in the Dallas mosaic is standard (see As9, As55, As29, As36, As37, Am1, Am6, Am9), though the numerals are often give as ciphers, especially in inscriptions on stone. On dating formulae see Brock 1992 .
The year 505 is undoubtedly of the Seleucid era always used in these contexts and corresponds to 193/4 CE. Since the month of Nisan (approximating to April) is in the second part of the year, the actual date of our mosaic is April 194 CE.
The name of the owner of the tomb in which the mosaic was laid is not specifically paralleled in other early Syriac inscriptions, but the name Pappus (ppws) does appear in one of the early Syriac parchment texts (dated 243 CE: Healey and Drijvers 1999: P1: 2). More specifically relevant is the fact that the name Papa ( , ) is well known as a name in Syriac Christianity. It is understood to be derived from Greek páppav/pápav and is the name of the apostle Mar Mari's successor, confounded hagiographically with an early Patriarch of Seleucia (Payne Smith 1879-1901: col. 3204; Acts of Mar Mari §33 [Jullien 2003a; 2003b: 102-06] ).
The formula 'I made this …' referring to a tomb is also a regular feature: see, e.g., Am2: 4-5 ¨bdt ly byt ¨lm' hn'. byt mskb' (see epigraphic discussion above) lacks an exact parallel in Syriac in a funerary context. The phrase is, however, found in the Peshitta of Exod. 8:3 for 'bedchamber' ( ) (Payne Smith 1879 -1901 Payne Smith 1903: 44) . mskb' appears in Peshitta Isa. 57:2, though the context is not clearly funerary (Payne Smith 1879 -1901 ). The connection of mskb' with graves is clearer in Jewish Aramaic (Sokoloff 1990 : 334, quoting a genizah fragment of Leviticus Rabbah in Margulies 1960: 26, lines 22, 26, 27) ; one of the Jewish tombstones from Zoar, dated 430 CE, has an Aramaic inscription beginning dnh mskbh d-, 'This is the restingplace of …' (Naveh 1995: 487-8, no. 8) . It may be used much earlier in the Deir ¨Alla inscription (mskby ¨lmyk, 'your eternal bed', ii 11 : Hackett 1980: 67; Müller 1982: 219, 234-5) . The verb skb appears in the context of death in the Qumran Job Targum (17: 16; 34: 15 -see Fitzmyer and Harrington 1994: 10, 30) .
There is also clear evidence of association of mskb with tombs in Phoenician and Hebrew (Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995: 701, refer- ring, e.g., to the Eshmun¨azar sarcophagus [Donner and Röllig 1971, no. 14: 4, etc.]; 2 Chron. 16:14; Ezek. 32:25, etc.; Jastrow 1903: 852, 662, referring to BT Qid. 31b) . At Qumran the phrase byt mskb appears in the Copper Scroll (3Q15 xi, 16), though probably referring to a triclinium rather than a tomb (Milik in Baillet, Milik and de Vaux 1962: 214) .
If byt mskb' is indeed the correct reading in the mosaic, we would have to add it to the list of euphemisms used for the tomb and death. Similar euphemisms are found in other forms of Aramaic (Healey 1993: 38-9, 186) .
Another possible reading noted above, byt msry', would have the advantage of appearing as a term for a tomb also in As5: 2. The phrase is fairly common in Syriac and is translated 'dwelling-place, guest-chamber, lodging, inn ' (Payne Smith 1903 : 44, 309, and cf. Payne Smith 1879 -1901 Margoliouth 1927: 49; Brockelmann 1928: 70) . It is to be noted, however, that the term is usually used for non-sepulchral resting-places in classical Syriac: , 'the [public] lodgings', in which clergy should not spend the night); Ezek. 37:27 ( , 'my dwelling'). Given that it is not specifically funerary, in As5 it is again a euphemism for the tomb.
byt mskn' (also above) seems a more remote possibility, being used in Peshitta 1 Chron. 6:48 for the 'tabernacle' ( ). mskn' may also be used for 'shrine' in Hatran Aramaic (Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995: 702) .
The list of persons for whom the tomb was intended is typicalthe person himself, his children (bny) and his heirs (yrty). yrt', 'heir', a participial form of the verbal root YRT, occurs in As7: 4, As16: 5, As59: 4, Am2: 7, Am3: 1, Am7:5, P1: 11, 13, 14; P2: 24.
The final epigram is, as in several other inscriptions of the series, especially interesting. It begins with a blessing formula, bryk (passive participle) (cf. Healey 1996, though the main formula discussed there is dkyr…). Reference to 'seeing' the inscription and giving praise is found in an early Syriac inscription from Birecik, west of Edessa:
kl 'ns dy't' b[byt qbwr'] hn' wyÌz' wysbÌ y[brkwnh 'lh' k]lhwn '…everyone who comes into this tomb and sees and gives praise, may all the gods bless him' (As55: 5-7).
In the Dallas text the verb describing the action of the one who sees the tomb is BRK instead of SBÎ. Neither nbrk in the new inscription nor ysbÌ in As55 has an object. In classical Syriac these pa¨el verbs can be used both transitively and intransitively. E.g., sabbaÌ can mean 'say the Gloria' liturgically (Payne Smith 1903: 555-6), while bareÈ can mean 'pronounce a blessing ' (55-6) . In this the latter can be regarded as a denominative from b e raÈa, 'genuflection, blessing'; burk e †a, buraÈa. Presumably the blessing would be on Papa (cf. Healey 1996) .
If the reading of the verb-forms given above is correct, we have here further early examples of the 3 rd person imperfect prefix n-. Elsewhere the conclusion has been reached that n-forms begin to appear from about 200 CE, with y-appearing as the regular prefix earlier (Drijvers and Healey 1999: 29) . The forms in the Dallas mosaic, with its date of 194 CE, might suggest that the date should be moved a little earlier, though an argument could also be made for the view that the two forms existed side by side, as they did in the Aramaic magic bowls (see Harviainen 1981: 22, 24, and Healey forthcoming) .
The text next to the head of Orpheus might, by analogy with the other Edessan Orpheus mosaic, have been expected to indicate his name or title. This is not what appears, though M. Rand and A. Becker (in supplying information for the sale catalogue) read br sgr rather than br sgd and found here an allusion to Zagreus-Dionysus, who was sometimes associated with Orpheus.
2 The first line must, in fact, be a personal name. Though there is no exact parallel, it makes plausible sense as a 'son of ' name (of which there are other examples in the Syriac inscriptions: brhdd, brklb', br¨t', etc.: see name index in Drijvers and Healey 1999: 276 ; see also in Palmyrene [Stark 1971: 11-12] , Hatran [Abbadi 1983: 9-11] , etc., as well as in Greek transcriptions : Wuthnow 1930: 32-4) . The verbal root SGD, 'bow down, worship', is well known and the vocalized form might be Barsaged. An attested Edessan personal name, Barsa (Chabot 1927: 311) , appears to be a hypocoristic of a name like Barsaged.
What follows is especially interesting in that B2 appears to indicate the profession of Barsaged.
rÒwp' would be the equivalent of classical , a derivative of the root R∑P. The form of the word raÒoπa is that associated with the nomen agentis, specifically repeated, characteristic action, as in professional titles (see Nöldeke 1904: 69, §107 (Fitzmyer and Harrington 1994: no. 8: 1 I, 6). 4 In the Semitic background we may note also Akkadian raÒapu, 'erect, pile up'; raÒpu, 'well-built'; riÒiptu, 'revetment' (all sub voce in Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, vol. 14/R) and Arabic raÒafa, which has various meanings connected with paving and the joining together of stones (Wehr 1971: 343; Lane 1863 Lane -93: 1094 .
Barsaged is, therefore, a pavement-or mosaic-layer and B3 expresses his action verbally: he laid the pavement or mosaic.
Concluding Comments
Firstly, the date in this mosaic pushes back by some twenty-odd years the dating span of the Edessan mosaics, so that they now cover at least 194-235/6 CE. It thus becomes plausible to date undated mosaics to the late second century CE before the formation of the Roman colony, though firmer conclusions on this must await art-historical analysis. In any case the Dallas mosaic is one of the earliest of the Orpheus mosaics (see on chronology Jesnick 1997: 16) .
Secondly, it gives us a remarkable piece of technical vocabulary, the word for a mosaic-maker, not otherwise attested in Classical Syriac sources. This would also imply an artistic signature. Such a signature is found in a Zeugma mosaic, in Greek (Önal 2002: 61) , and there are a number of such signatures on the Nabataean tombs at Îegra/Mada'in ∑aliÌ (Healey 1993: 290) , but this is the first Syriac signature.
The fact that the signature is in such a prominent position in the mosaic presents a slight problem: would the person who commissioned the work have been ready to tolerate such artistic egocentricity? This question, and the fact that the other Edessan Orpheus mosaic has the name of Orpheus beside his head, must at least give us pause: is there any other viable suggestion for the meaning of the words read here as brsgd rÒwp' rÒp? 
